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Word Meaning & Make Sentence

Word Meaning Sentence

Round গগোলোকোর The earth is round. 

Same একই We are in the same class.

Size আকোর It is large in size. 

Triangle তত্রিভুজ I can draw a triangle. 

Circle বৃত Draw a circle.

Clever চোলোক/ চতুর The boy was very clever.

Climb আররোহণ করো I can climb a tree.

Start শুর  I start writng a leter. 

Last গশেষ/ গত Friday is the last day of the week. 

Sweep ঝোড় গদেয়ো Everyday he sweeps the foor.

Holiday ছুতটর তদেন Friday is a holiday.

sick অসুস He is very sick.

Knock ঠক ঠক করো He knocked the door.

Smile হোতস The girl loves to smile.

Den গুহো The lion is inside the den.

Blow বোয়ু প্রবোহ The wind is blowing.

Building ভবন Our school building is very nice.

Naughty দেষুু The boy was very naughty. 

Brave সোহসী He is a brave boy.

Whisper তফিস তফিস শেব 
করো 

She is whispering with her friend.

Wet  তভজো Her face wet with tears. 



Snake সোপ I saw a snake.

Kill হত্যো করো The lion killed the man.

Show প্রদেশের্রন করো/ 
গদেখোন 

Show me your book.

Story গল He told me a nice story. 

Shopkeepe
r 

গদেোকোনদেোর Her father is a shopkeeper.

Picture Descripton 

Page no -39

We can see a picture. In the picture, the sun is shining. There are two boys near a 

house. They are fying kites in the sky. The sky is blue. The picture looks very nice. 

Page no-41 



In this picture we can see an image of Mr. Shape. The upper porton of his body is 

a square. His head is a circle. His nose is a triangle. His hands are circles. His legs 

are rectangles. The picture looks very nice. 

Page no- 47 

This is a picture of a bed room. In this picture there is a bed in one corner of the 

room. A doll is on the bed. There are two tables beside the bed. We can see a box,

a vase and a glass of milk on one table. There are some fowers in the vase. A ball 

is under the other table. A bag is on the table. We can also see a mat on the foor. 

The picture looks very nice.

Page no-48 



We can see a picture of a forest. In this picture we can see two monkeys are 

sitting on the branch of a tree. They are eatng banana. We can also see a tger is 

running and a cat is running behind it. There are two foxes. They are running too. 

The picture looks very beautful. 

Page no-51

We can see a nice picture. In the picture, there are a boy and a girl are playing in a

green feld. Two buterfies are fying beside them. There is a big tree in front of 

the boy. There is also a piece of cloud in the sky. The picture looks very nice. 

Page no- 55 



We can see a picture of a forest. In this picture there is a tger. The tger is trying 

to hunt a deer. So, it is running afer the deer. The deer is running fast to fee 

away. The picture looks very nice

Page no- 59-60 

We can see the story of a poor farmer through these pictures. In the frst picture 

the farmer is taking a golden egg laid by his magic goose. In the second picture 

the farmer is selling the egg and earning money. In the third picture we can see 

that the farmer is thinking to be rich by getting all the eggs at a tme. In the last 



picture the farmer is sitting sadly afer killing the goose. The pictures look very 

nice.

Grammar

a) What is Adjectiee

Adjective: গয word দ্বোরো Noun বো Pronoun- এর গদেোষ, গুণ, 

অবসো, সংখ্যো, পতরমোণ ইত্যোতদে প্রকোশে পোয় তোরক Adjective বরল। গযমন-

good, bad, ill, red, one ইত্যোতদে।  
b)What is Adverb? 

Adverb: গয word দ্বোরো Verb, Adjective অন্য Adverb বো গকোন 

sentence-গক তনরদের্রশে করর তোরক Adverb বরল। গযমন-slowly, very, 

soon, always, early ইত্যোতদে।  

C)  What is Number? How many kinds of number 
and what are they?

Number: যো দ্বোরো গকোন বস বো প্রোণীর সংখ্যোম বুঝোয় তোরক Number বরল। 

Number দেইু প্রকোর। যথোঃ 1. Singular Number (একবচন)  

                   2. Plural Number (বহুবচন) 

Singular Number: গয Noun বো Pronoun দ্বোরো গকবলমোত্রি একজন ব্যতক, 

একতট বস বো একতট প্রোণীরক বুঝোয় তোরক Singular Number বরল। গযমন- man,

boy, pen ইত্যোতদে। 

Plural Number: গয Noun বো Pronoun দ্বোরো এরকর অতধিক ব্যতক, বস বো 
প্রোণীরক বুঝোয় তোরক Plural Number বরল।গযমন- men, boys, pens ইত্যোতদে। 

Number   পতরবতর্র ন     

Singular Plural Singular Plural
Pen Pens Child Children 
Book Books Ox Oxen 



Bus Buses Man Men 
Box Boxes Woman Women 

Glass Glasses Mouse Mice 
Baby Babies Hero Heroes 
Fly Flies This These 

Army Armies That Those 
Toy Toys Tooth Teeth
Day Days Foot Feet 
Leaf Leaves Mango Mangoes 
Wife Wives Monkey Monkeys 
Knife Knives Shoe Shoes 
Roof Roofs Goose Geese 

D) What is gender? How many kinds of gender 
and what are they?

Gender: গয Word দ্বোরো গকোন Noun বো Pronoun-এর পুরষ, স্ত্রী বো এরদের
উভয়রক বো অরচতন পদেোথর্ররক গবোঝোয় তোরক Gender বো তলঙ বরল। 

ইংররতজরত Gender চোর প্রকোর। যথোঃ 
1. Masculine Gender (পুংতলঙ)  

2. Feminine Gender (স্ত্রীতলঙ)  

3. Common Gender (উভয়তলঙ)  

4. Neuter Gender (ক্লীবতলঙ) 

Masculine Gender: গয Noun বো Pronoun তদেরয় পুরষ জোতত গবোঝোয় 

তোরক Masculine Gender বরল। গযমন- boy, father, brother, dog, he

ইত্যোতদে।

Feminine Gender:  গয Noun বো Pronoun তদেরয় স্ত্রী জোতত গবোঝোয় 

তোরক Feminine Gender বরল। গযমন- girl, mother, sister, bitch, she

ইত্যোতদে।

Common Gender: গয Noun বো Pronoun তদেরয় স্ত্রী পুরষ উভয়রক 

গবোঝোয় তোরক Common Gender বরল। গযমন- child, friend, student, 

teacher, they ইত্যোতদে।



Neuter Gender: গয Noun বো Pronoun তদেরয় স্ত্রী বো পুরষ গকোনতটরক নো
বুতঝরয়, অরচতন পদেোথর্ররক বুঝোয় তোরক Neuter Gender বরল। গযমন- chair,

table, pen, door, book ইত্যোতদে।

Gender   পররিবররন     

Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine
Boy Girl Nephew Niece 
Father Mother Cock Hen 
Brother Sister Son Daughter 
Bridegroom Bride Lion Lioness 
King Queen Actor Actress 
Man Woman He-goat She-goat
Male Female Tiger Tigress 
Sir Madam Prince Princess 
Dog Bitch Horse Mare 
Bull Cow Hero Heroine 
Buck Doe Monk Nun 
Lad Lass Drone Bee 
Lord Lady Ram Ewe 
Husband Wife Boar Sow 
Mr. Miss/Ms/Mrs Gentleman Gentlewoman 

 


